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Political interest of religious ritual: The Sundanese Nyangku ritual in Indonesia
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Abstract: Nyangku ritual is considered not only as an amplifier solidarity and friendship for Panjalu people, however it is also as an arena for political investment by political elites. This paper aims to analyze the political elites forms and factors of interest that involved in Nyangku ritual. This research is descriptive qualitative where the data obtained through observation, in-depth interviews and documentation. This study results indicate that there are three forms of political interest in rituals that appear to be carried out by political elite in Panjalu village from various activities such as; moral support shown by banners and posters and attendance, material support shown by providing financial assistance and action support by being directly involved in the process of Nyangku ritual event. The elite interests of community leaders and regional officials are a precedent for a shift in meaning marked by political activity in Nyangku ritual, which has implications for the ritual sacred values degradation. I argue that political interest in Nyangku ritual has shown a shift in meaning in society, namely from the sacred to the profane.
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1. Introduction

Religious and cultural rituals aside from being local tradition values and social relation strengthening in society, they are also tend to strengthen political relations in Indonesia. The strengthening political relations has threatened society social relations in maintaining local cultural values preservation. Religious and cultural rituals in Sundanese people traditions and which have been named as Intangible Cultural Heritage have apparently experienced a shift in meaning. So far, religious and cultural rituals have formed dynamic social relations in Sundanese society, however over the past two decades there has been a shift in meaning in their implementation. This shift is supported by social change and community’s collective awareness weakening triggered by pragmatism in community groups (Abdillah et al., 2023). Therefore, a change in meaning that tends to the realm of political interests will encourage value degradation emergence that occurs in religious rituals and can threaten the sacredness which is the core of a religious and cultural ritual.

This paper attempts to complement studies that have been conducted relate to religious and cultural rituals in Sunda region of West Java. Previous studies have tended to examine the relationship between rituals and myths meaning and function of religious and cultural rituals. The ritual meaning and function is to reinforce local values and traditions that have been passed down from generation to generation. Today’s rituals have experienced a shift in meaning in their implementation caused by globalization and modernism (Rusydi, 2019). Local religious rituals tend to be adaptive by collaborating between rituals and interests and developments of the times (Afandi, 2018; Sonya et al., 2019). There is an allegation that ritual dimension which is considered full of sacredness has shifted to profane matters (Karasuta, 2015; Saputra & Pratama, 2018; Fernando et al., 2023b). Nyangku ritual is a religious and cultural ritual that contains local wisdom values as life foundation in social life. Religious and cultural rituals are believed not only to preserve ancestral heritage, but also to have economic value that can improve the Sundanese people welfare (Laila & Qudsy, 2021; Pratiwi, 2019; Fahmi et al., 2017). Along with time, religious and cultural rituals development, local Sundanese people used them as a means for political interests. Therefore, the studies that have been conducted tend to examine the myths and functions and implications of Nyangku ritual, while this research examines how Nyangku ritual used as a space for political interests is played by regional leaders and officials to strengthen their political investment in Sundanese society.

Religious and cultural rituals in Indonesia have experienced values reproduction (Abdullah, 2006). This study aims to review how religious and cultural rituals development is reproduced in the form of activities that are more interesting in accordance with changing times. Value reproduction in ritual is no longer packaged in the form of culture, but involves economic and political aspects. Even though the cultural values quality has experienced degradation, the message essence conveyed in Nyangku ritual is more widely felt by the wider community. The tendency to the realm of political interests are able to threaten the values of local wisdom and social relations of society. The issue of political interest in religious rituals represents a form of devaluation and conflicts with ritual goals. In addition, political interests encourage degradation emergence of local wisdom values of the community. In particular, this paper describes the forms and factors that led to the political interests emergence in Sundanese society. The political interests emergence in religious and cultural rituals is shown in the form of activity and involvement of political figures and local officials in the rituals implementation.

This paper starts with an argument that religious and cultural rituals in Indonesia experience a change in meaning which tends to indicate political interests existence being played between village leaders, people’s representatives in the regions and public officials.
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Political interests have become an important agenda for politicians to strengthen political investment in the region. Political investment activities through religious and cultural approaches. Indonesian people who are easily attracted to be involved in cultural interests create opportunities for politicians to gain sympathy and attention from the community. Sympathy and attention from the public is an indicator of increasing popularity as a political investment reinforcement. Religious and cultural rituals have a collective power that is able to realize personal and group interests to become a social collective.

2. Literature review

2.1. Politics of Interest

Politics is a means to achieve the goals of common good (Küçükkömürler & Özkan, 2022). Politics is synonymous with an effort and strategy to create a plan and activity based on a common interest. Politics is always synonymous with an interest, where its purpose is for the interests of the people, not personal or group interests. Political interests based on the people aspirations are efforts to form a good order of life. Conversely, politics based on individual or group interests tends to create corrupt and authoritative governments that ignore public interest. Therefore, politics becomes a means to achieve a common good and interest.

Political interests are surely different from interest politics (Bukido et al., 2019). Political interests are based on an effort and strategy to achieve common good goals through agreements and deliberation processes. Political interests have a basis from the people aspirations, not from groups or individuals who seek profit (Dostie-Goulet, 2009). Political interests are represented in a form of activity that has similarities or sharing interests (Lu et al., 2019). In other words, political interests are manifested in the form of cultural activities which are a shared responsibility to maintain and promote. Therefore, political interests will be easily realized if they have similar interests which are manifested in the form of cultural activities.

2.2. Desacralization

The main goal in religious and cultural rituals practice is to maintain sacredness in accordance with procedures (Abdullah, 2006). Sacredness is the core of every ritual process that focuses on belief and the reception of teachings that are expressed in ritual form (Paramitha & Salura, 2020; Turner, 2017). Sacredness in rituals is also an indication of strengthening human relations with nature and God (M. Ahmad, 2019; Maulidah, 2018). This relationship encourages human spirituality to show how they maintain harmony with nature and God. The necessity for human spirituality is expressed in the form of religious and cultural rituals by visiting graves and reading tawassul, prayers and offerings (Matrokhim, 2020; Roshanbahar, 2016). Therefore, the sacredness dimension is formed through strong belief and appreciation of local wisdom values and has a dimension of spirituality as a strengthening of human relations with God and nature.

Desacralization apperas in the midst of modernization which tends to make humans think and act rationally. Rationality is the basis of modern human life which causes individualism and a decline in social solidarity. Whereas social solidarity in religious communities is formed through social integration and religious spirituality. (Hefni & Ahmadi, 2019). Desacralization shows strong evidence of faith and spirituality weakening built in local communities. Myths and religious rituals based on spirituality have lost their meaning and essence in local communities traditions. The existence of rational actions tends to eliminate ritual sacredness and is replaced by rituals that are profane (Aslih Zainal, 2014).
2.3. Religious Rituals

Geertz (2020) defines that a ritual has similar substance as religion since there are ritual practices, and each ritual has a goal that is in line with religion. Geertz (1988) asserts that religion is: A system of symbols which acts to establish powerful, pervasive and longlasting moods and motivations of a general order of the existence general order and clothing these conceptions with such an aura of fatality that the moods and motivations seem uniquely realistic. Geertz’s view of religion as a symbol is a form sharpening the understanding of symbols concept in a functional interpretative approach (Geertz, 2020). The interpretive approach becomes a framework for opening the symbols function as a recording device concerning concepts, norms, values, moods, motivations, all of which can be found in every ritual (Geertz, 1988). Therefore, religious and cultural rituals contain symbols, concepts and values that are meaningful in human life (Fernando, et al., 2023a).

Ritual is a series of activities that are structured through a stage from the beginning to the end. The rituals implementation is also a form of expression of beliefs that have goodness and meaning in each of the process stages (Koentraningrat, 1989). The meaning of this ritual implies that, on the one hand, ritual activity is different from ordinary activities, regardless of whether there are religious and solemn nuances. Nyangku ritual is not only a sacred routine event, but also a form of strengthening the social relations of Panjalu village community. Turner (2017) explicitly defines that ritual does not only function as an obligatory ritual, but as a symbol of what in fact happens in people’s lives. Rituals have meaning and through these meanings the essence of life in society can be understood and learned (Turner, 2017). Functions and meanings in rituals provide space for humans to perceive them as individual and collective experiences (Jauhari, 2018). Therefore Nyangku ritual as a cultural and religious ritual has meaning and function not only as an annual mandatory ritual, but as an individual and collective experience (S. Ahmad, 2021).

3. Method

This study has been carried out in Panjalu village, Ciamis, West Java from the beginning of February 2021 to the end of December 2022 where Nyangku ritual is carried out every Hijriyah year in the month of Rabiul Awal as an annual ritual in Panjalu village. Panjalu Village is one of the cultural centers in Sundanese land which holds ancient cultural heritage and has great tourism potential in Ciamis regency. The political interests inclusion of the village elite in Nyangku ritual has influenced social dynamics and ritual processions. This ritual has great potential to attract not only tourists but also village elites, Ciamis regency and West Java province. Village elites were involved in Nyangku ritual procession as a form of participation in the success of the ritual which was held in Panjalu village square. Therefore, this research unit focuses on Nyangku ritual which shows political interests played by village, district and provincial politicians.

This is a qualitative research that carried out through field studies. The selected field studies are forms of political interest in Nyangku ritual implementation in Panjalu. The data sought in this study are in the form of information characteristics in the form of speeches, actions and narratives as well as activities that contain elements of political interest. Primary data consists of information collected through interviews, while secondary data consists of video documents, photographs, audio recordings and ritual guidebooks collected through observation.

This study took the main data through 5 (five) informants appointment consisting of various professional elements and social status. Informants taken were Panjalu people aged 17-40 years where they have political rights to convey aspirations and be involved in the
election of village heads, regional heads and people’s representatives in the Regional Parliament. In addition, interviews were conducted with political figures within the scope of the village and district. They are considered competent in providing comprehensive information on the practice of political interests in Nyangku ritual. Those who are directly involved in the direct implementation of Nyangku ritual, have the following professions; Village government officials, Panjalu Village Officials, traditional figures from Prabu Borosngora Foundation, Nyangku committee, Panjalu people and guests who attended Nyangku event. The informants selection is intended to obtain accurate and objective interview data.

The primary data collection process begins with a desk review to map informants in order to obtain more structured information. Later on, interviews with informants were conducted directly to obtain accurate information. Secondary data collection begins with a desk-review to map written materials that support the research process. Later, observations were made to map out the schedule for interviews with informants and taking pictures and video recordings. The interviews were conducted in 2 stages, namely structured interviews with a questionnaire and free interviews using an interview guide.

The research data were analyzed following the stages of Hubermas and Milles (2000) which started from data reduction, data display and ended with data verification. Data reduction was carried out by referring to the themes from the interviews. At the same time, the research questions serve as the basis for structuring the data. Data display is carried out in a way that is through tabulation and restatement of interview data. Data verification as a process of inference is performed by interpretation. Later, interpretation is carried out by way of restatement interview data.

4. Result
4.1. Politicians’ moral support

Nyangku ritual provides an opportunity for the community not only to participate in the form of moral support individually but also collectively. Nyangku ritual is considered as a form of effort to preserve local culture and at the same time strengthens social relations in Panjalu community. Community participation in individual form is shown in their participation in providing moral support in every Nyangku implementation agenda. Community social participation is shown in the form of community participation in various Nyangku ritual activities. Their form of moral support is to actively participate in the success of Nyangku event. Other forms of social participation are their involvement in a series of ritual events, competitions, village recitations, and their presence in the main Nyangku events. Therefore, community moral support is part of participation which is very important for the success of Nyangku ritual.

The moral support provided by politicians is part of their responsibility as Sundanese people in helping to preserve one of the oldest ancestral legacies in the land of West Java. Moral support is also manifested by politicians as a form of a sense of belonging to Sundanese wealth and cultural heritage from generation to generation. The cultural heritage of Nyangku ritual does not exist anywhere else and has become the cultural identity of the Sundanese people to this day. The Sundanese people identity still exists today due to cultural heritage, one of which is Nyangku ritual. Therefore, this ritual requires moral support from the community and village and regional politicians to build and maintain the preservation of ancestral cultural heritage and as a reinforcement of Sundanese cultural identity. As stated by Mr. AS (44), a member of Regional House of Representative (DPRD) from a party in Ciamis Regency, said;
“Nyangku culture is an ancestral heritage that must be preserved by younger generation. I am originally from Panjalu and proud to have Nyangku culture. We are proud that to this day Nyangku ritual is remain carried out every year in Panjalu village. Community enthusiasm was very high by attending and being directly involved in the success of Nyangku event. I usually attend and invite Panjalu people to remain compact in preserving Nyangku. (interview, 3 May 2022).

The data explains that politicians who are members of Ciamis DPRD from members of one of the political parties provide moral support to the general public and particularly the younger generation as heirs to Sundanese culture in the future. Sundanese culture becomes an identity that becomes the focus of the people’s representatives in DPRD which must receive important attention. Panjalu, Ciamis Regency has the oldest cultural heritage in Sunda land and is a cultural tourism destination that brings tourists from various regions in Indonesia and even foreign countries. The politicians moral support inspires and encourages the community to continue to build and work in a way that preserves local culture. Therefore, moral support is very important to be given to the community so that it is motivated to participate directly in order to succeed in holding each year’s Nyangku ritual.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure explanation</th>
<th>Figure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moral support from members of DPRD Ciamis Regency</td>
<td><img src="image1.jpg" alt="Moral support from members of DPRD Ciamis Regency" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral support from Head of the Village</td>
<td><img src="image2.jpg" alt="Moral support from Head of the Village" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Private Document

Nyangku ritual implementation cannot be separated various elements of village community groups support. Traditional stakeholders as owners of Nyangku culture are always synergistic with village officials in scheduling Nyangku activities six months before their implementation. This is an effort to maximize Nyangku implementation so that it is better than the previous year by looking at the situation and conditions. Moreover, Nyangku ritual implementation in 2021 is carried out during Covid 19 pandemic, people must follow the health protocol, namely social distancing and wearing masks. Finally, Nyangku implementation was carried out at the middle grave of Situ Lengkong which was attended by traditional figures, regional officials and invited guests. Therefore, as a form of moral

1 Interview with AK, a youth from Pabuaran Panjalu village.
support. Nyangku ritual requires collective cooperation synergy by involving all stakeholders and community to be actively involved in the success of Nyangku ritual. Hence, individual and collective support is the key to the success of Nyangku ritual event, as Panjalu village elite, Mr. KK (52) conveyed;

“The success of Nyangku event is the work of all of community elements, starting from the head of hamlet (RT), the head of the village and village officials who are involved in making Nyangku event a success which is organized by the Indigenous Stakeholders of Panjalu village. Nyangku implementation which takes a long time and is supported by sufficient logistics requires every member of the community participation to work together to make Nyangku event successful.” (interview, February 6th, 2022).

The data explains that Nyangku’s success is a collective work of various parties, starting from RT, head of the village, and village officials. The success of Nyangku ritual also involves local government stakeholders as policy makers to strengthen and preserve Nyangku tradition and as cultural tourism. Nyangku ritual becomes a strength and spirit to develop the village through the ritual implementation.

4.2. Materials support

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tabel 2. Nyangku ritual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Figure explanation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material support from village officials in Nyangku ritual</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Private Document

Nyangku ritual encourages the participation not only from Panjalu people, but also from village government officials to make the event a success. The participation of village government officials is shown by providing plantation products to support the logistics of Nyangku event. The types of food provided are plantation products typical of Panjalu village, such as cassava, sweet potatoes, bananas, tubers and fish. The village administration’s participation in Nyangku event is a form of concern and a sense of belonging as an institution that governs Panjalu village government. This participation is also a strengthening of the

---

2 Interview with KK, a village figure of Panjalu village.
relationship between the village government and Panjalu village customary stakeholders. In this way the village officials participation is a form of social responsibility and strengthening social relations with Panjalu village traditional stakeholders through the provision of plantation products. This is as stated by Mr. Tatang (52) as the regional secretary of Ciamis explained that;

“We as Panjalu village officials are very proud and happy to be part of Nyangku ritual procession. We also cull garden produce for the purposes of implementing Nyangku once a year. We are grateful that Nyangku ritual is a gratitude activity for the blessings given by God that the people of Panjalu village can live comfortably and prosper away from disasters.” (Interview, September 21st, 2022).

The data explain Nyangku ritual as a form of gratitude expression for village officials where Panjalu village has been given prosperity and wellfare to this day. Panjalu village potential is supported by tourism and beautiful nature, making it increasingly known and visited by many domestic and foreign tourists. This is a matter of pride for Panjalu village community for the grace that God has bestowed. Therefore, the gratitude of Panjalu people is proven by giving alms from plantation products for the benefit of Nyangku event as a symbol of gratitude.

Sedekah Bumi is an ancestral heritage as local wisdom for Panjalu people. It is intended as an expression of gratitude in the form of giving crops which are collected and later cooked to be enjoyed together. Sedekah Bumi is preserved by the village administration as a symbol of remembering the local wisdom of the Panjalu village ancestors. It is also a means of Panjalu people’s bonding solidarity by gathering and establishing brotherhood relations among them. Hence the bond of brotherhood and solidarity is demonstrated through community charity activities (Indah Sari et al., 2022).

Material support has a concrete cultural value of the Sundanese people. Material presents provide visual and memorable elements to individuals. The ancestors heritage in Panjalu is in the form of relic objects which are enshrined as the legacy of King Panjalu Prabu Borosngora. At the core of the Nyangku ritual is the purification of relic objects which means that they have elements that touch the human soul. Therefore, material is a concrete element to declare expressions of gratitude, but also as a form of meaningful memories.

4.3. Action Support

Nyangku ritual reflects the symbol of Sundanese culture in Panjalu. It has received recognition from UNESCO as one of the Intangible Cultural Heritage. This acknowledgment further strengthens Nyangku ritual implementation as an effort to preserve culture carried out the Prabu Borosngora Foundation. Identity politics is shown by Panjalu people as having a complete cultural heritage compared to other villages. The existence of the Panjalu community outside Panjalu has formed small communities in Bandung, Bogor and Jakarta. During Nyangku implementation, native Panjalu people were called to be directly involved. The attitude of supporting the action towards Nyangku ritual was carried out by a member of Ciamis DPRD, Mr. RR (58) who stated that Nyangku was a strengthening of identity;

“Panjalu has a uniqueness that is not found in other regions. Besides having the oldest history in Sunda land. Panjalu has many sacred things. Like there are relics of objects that are hundreds of years old in Bumi Alit museum, there is an inheritance of noble values from the ancestors which are written in papagon and there are historical landmarks which are believed to bring blessings in the middle of Situ Lengkong. Panjalu also had a kingdom that gave birth to other kingdoms, such as Galuh kingdom and Cirebon empire.” (Interview July 28th, 2022).

---

3 Interview with Mr. Tatang (54) Regional Secretary of Ciamis Regency.
4 Interview with Mr. SS, Head of Development Affairs of Panjalu village.
The data explains that Panjalu village has the oldest cultural heritage in Sundanese land which is indicated by the existence of relic objects and ancestral graves that are hundreds of years old. Panjalu people believe that Panjalu Kingdom has existed since the 6th century led by King Cakradewa. Cakradewa descendants spread across Java island and founded Galuh kingdom and Cirebon empire in the 16th century. Therefore, Panjalu kingdom was the origin of other kingdoms in Java and has cultural heritage in the form of artifacts and local wisdom values.

Panjalu’s potential includes three basic elements that make it an exceptional place from others. This specialty has made Panjalu Village receive special attention from Ciamis Regional Government. This specialty is demonstrated by the government with facilities and infrastructure construction, public facilities and road improvements to Panjalu. Ciamis Regency Government gives the authority or right to restore history as a form of cultural preservation. The historical restoration given to the village community is used as a basis in addition to preserving culture as well as a form of independent authority to determine the direction of Panjalu village development.

Nyangku ritual is a moment of prestige where there is a patron client relationship between the local government and the village government. The administration of Nyangku is the authority of Prabu Borosngora Foundation, however there are mutual relationships built by the village and regional governments. Nyangku ritual is used as a means of meeting to create a harmonious relationship. It is also a symbol of a joint project to increase Ciamis District Revenue Budget (APD) and Panjalu village government. The cooperative relationship between the village and district governments is increasingly strengthening to maintain ancestral traditions. This attitude was shown by the presence of the Governor of West Java, the Regent and his staff, and members of Ciamis Regency DPR present in Nyangku procession. The presence of local government officials was welcomed by giving welcoming speeches and eating together. Therefore, Nyangku ritual further strengthens the political relations of the three elements, namely Panjalu village government, Ciamis Regency, and Borosngora Foundation. These three institutions indicate a circle of interest that runs together.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Action support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Figure explanation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members of DPR West Java Province were attended to provide action support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regent of Ciamis Regency, Herdiat, was attended in 2021 Nyangku ritual in Panjalu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: website.ciamis.com
The data explains that Nyangku ritual is attended by politicians and government officials. It gains great attention from politicians and officials as part of political investment and raises their reputation in society. Visitors who attend the ritual are not only from Panjalu village but from various regions in West Java. The presence of politicians representing the people and DPRD members in Nyangku ritual is part of a political investment to seek popularity as part of the region that has a source of votes in general elections. Therefore, Nyangku ritual is a strategic political space to negotiate related to tourism potential, investment, and political interests in general elections.

Nyangku ritual as a religious and cultural ritual has represented local wisdom values. It presents the sacredness and doctrine of ancestral teachings which are considered to influence the social institutions of Panjalu people. This contribution received great support from the national government. On this basis, the Indonesian government proposed the legitimacy of Panjalu ritual as an Intangible Cultural Heritage to UNESCO. Finally, the submission came to success in 2017 Nyangku ritual was designated as an Intangible Cultural Heritage. Legality therefore Nyangku ritual is a form of political negotiation to gain public legitimacy. Public legitimacy drives the popularity and preservation of Nyangku ritual. Strengthening public legitimacy is in line with Tatang’s statement (52) as follows:

“The government always encourages Panjalu Village development and gives top priority as a village that has the right to restore history. This is a privilege given to Panjalu village since it has the oldest cultural traditions and national tourism potential. Plus UNESCO’s recognition of Nyangku ritual as an Intangible Cultural Heritage. It is the responsibility of the entire Ciamis community to preserve Nyangku ritual. However, we must know that aspects of cultural heritage and natural beauty must be protected from interest groups.” (Interview, September 23rd, 2022).

The data explains that Ciamis Regency government invites all local communities to preserve Nyangku ritual. It is a cultural property of Panjalu people which has international recognition, namely UNESCO as an Intangible Cultural Heritage that must be preserved. The existence of public legitimacy shows that Nyangku ritual has great potential for the tourism sector in Ciamis regency. Therefore, public legitimacy increasingly encourages people to maintain Nyangku ritual so that it is still passed down from generation to generation. Public acknowledgment further confirms that Nyangku ritual is the pride of Panjalu people as a cultural heritage and national tourist destination.

5. Discussion

Nyangku ritual tends to display sacredness in the process. The built sacredness is part of the core of Nyangku ritual program. The value of sacredness in Nyangku ritual is degraded due to a change in the paradigm of community leaders who tend to prioritize political interests rather than cultural and religious interests in this ritual. Political interests have damaged the sacred ritual of Nyangku. Globalization and modernization pressures are also one of the factors that accelerate the occurrence of desacralization in the social order of local communities (Muzakir, 2015; Saputra & Pratama, 2018). Desacralization tends to display symbols of festivity and luxury which are marked by the large number of visitors who attend the ritual. This festive symbol has shifted the substance of the ritual event in which people no longer attend Nyangku events with the aim of participating in sacred rituals, but tend only to gain public sympathy from Panjalu people (Khair, 2020). This public sympathy is one of the goals of village political elites and regional representatives to increase the popularity and flexibility of their figures. The existence of political interests makes the ritual atmosphere of Nyangku prone to intervention from the local government. In other words,

5 Interview with Tatang, Regional Secretary of Ciamis Regency.
the presence of political figures is able to grab the visitors attention. Therefore, Nyangku rituals support from party politicians and regional representatives confirms the existence of a political interest to increase popularity.

Globalization life which is full of competition makes people seek balance through spirituality and entertainment. Spirituality and entertainment are forms of emotional expression and human psychological needs to find peace (Fridayanti, 2016). Nyangku ritual implementation presents a moment for friendship followed by political interests. Political interests are constructed in a moral support for Nyangku ritual implementation as a cultural heritage that must be preserved by Panjalu people. On the other hand, Nyangku ritual also features events that cannot be separated from the individual and social interests played by politicians to increase their popularity in public by posting photos or images of support for the event. Therefore, political interests which are implemented in the form of moral support are something that contradicts the religious and cultural rituals of Nyangku which are believed by traditional figurest to be full of sacredness. Preserving culture is not individual work, but collective work involving all elements of society from RT level to regional heads (S. Ahmad, 2021).

The contest of interests encourages politicians to find space in order to increase their popularity before the public through various activities (Upe et al., 2022). Political flexibility is a measure for politicians to advance as candidates for leaders or people’s representatives in the regions. Therefore, political support from the public is needed to gain public attention as a reference for advancing to the regional elections. Nyangku ritual moment is a space for action to increase candidates popularity for village officials and people’s representatives and gain public attention through moral and material support (Frenki, 2021).

Identity politics carried out by politicians basically works by reproducing narratives that lead to public legitimacy. Nyangku Panjalu ritual is one of the oldest cultural heritages in Sundanese land. Identity politics is normally used to legitimize ethnic groups for the benefit of groups characterized by values or religion contestation. Contesting the values that are built is part of strengthening identity (Lukluil Makanun, 2020; Safitri, 2017). Nyangku ritual is a form of contestation space among interest groups to gain sympathy or imagery. In addition, it is used as an event to accumulate support from the figures present at Nyangku event. They carry out political negotiations to capture political power in regional head or regional elections. Therefore, identity politics encourages politicians to tend to reproduce narratives to strengthen cultural identity (Khairani, 2020). Identity politics is played by interest groups and politicians through the reproduction of verbal and digital narratives that function to influence public opinion.

Cultural rituals no longer highlight sacredness, but tend to profanity (Muzakir, 2015). Cultural rituals have lost their essence to convey messages of morality to society. The cultural rituals function has begun to fade in community’s life where the main role of cultural values is and provides a compass in their life. Implicitly, culture has failed to educate and transform values in a homogeneous society. Society tends to see culture as a means of expressing joy and interest. The important matter in religious and cultural rituals is strengthening the values of local wisdom and sacredness that are believed by the person (Lessa, William A. and Vogt, Evon Z., 1989). Therefore, the euphoria expression and group interest reduces the ritual sacredness. This desacrality occurrence is a precedent of cultural decay which was raised through political and economic interests (Hancock, 2020).
6. Conclusion

It is proven that political interests of village elite figures, people’s representatives, regional officials who were shown in their activities of moral support, material support and action support for the succession of Nyangku ritual in Panjalu village had threatened its sacredness. The threat of sacredness as a result of political interests performed by the elite indicates values degradation which is an early precedent for the desacralization emergence which makes Panjalu people shift from sacred ritual activities to profane ones. Society tends to ignore Nyangku ritual sacredness and is complacent by the charms of politicians who display popularity for personal gain. Therefore, the political interest in Nyangku ritual reaffirms the existence of a threat to Nyangku ritual sacredness. Transformation in sacred activities to the profane is a result of globalization and modernization pressures in the culture of local communities.

Today, Nyangku ritual has experienced an adaptation of values as a consequence of political interests being carried out by village and regional political figures. The adaptation process requires introspection from all parties, namely Ciamis regional government, village government, traditional leaders and Panjalu community to maintain Nyangku ritual sacredness. The role of regional and sub-district governments is to make policies to care for Nyangku ritual as a sacred ritual and avoid profane matters. The village community and traditional figures must encourage political leaders and regional representatives not to have improper intentions and trapped in matters that prioritize political interests and reduce imagery in Nyangku ritual. The community also acts as a filter to protect against politicization and deliberate elements by political figures to gain personal interests.

The political interest in Nyangku ritual is motivated by increasing political pressure to seek popularity. This ritual is a very strategic moment to increase popularity by participating in providing moral, material and gratification support to make it a success. The visitors presence in Nyangku ritual, which reaches thousands of people, is an attraction for politicians to invest in politics by attaching banners, giving success greetings and attending as performers of Nyangku ritual. Temporary material and moral support for Nyangku ritual but in fact has a big impact on Nyangku ritual sacredness which has been sidelined by personal or group interests. Therefore, politics of interest has threatened the sacredness value and Nyangku ritual continuity.
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